This year budget planners might do well to listen to the ever increasing calls of game, set and match in addition to the more familiar cries of fore
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serving the needs of New York City's sports-minded public and at this time tennis seemed to be the fastest growing sport in terms of public interest.

This past summer the tennis surge have been in the past. Tennis Everyone, the name chosen for this experiment that recognizes the tremendous interest of youth in the sport, is the label of the future.

At the beginning of the summer season this year an estimated 11½ million people played tennis. By 1980 the number will soar above 15 million and among them will surely be found some of the kids whose only experience with a backhand heretofore may have been of the less than desirable variety.

Specialty shops catering to the needs of the tennis world by offer-
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moved into the ghetto streets of Philadelphia, Boston and New York in the form of a mobile tennis program sponsored by the Pepsi Cola Company and the parks and recreation departments of these cities. When tennis is being taught right along with self-taught stick ball in city play streets, it can no longer be regarded as the exclusive country and racquet club sport it may ing exclusively equipment, clothing and accessories seem to be opening up everywhere. Many can now be found in suburban shopping centers. Most sporting goods stores report sales that cannot keep up with the demand for tennis paraphernalia. As one manager at an old established house in New York City that caters to team sports said recently, "Just like the golf boom
in Eisenhower's day. We've had to stock up quickly and do some fast rearranging in the store. This season we've moved more tennis goods than we have in the past two years combined."

The highly specialized interests of tennis buffs have for many years been shunted to the back courts, so to speak, at many clubs. Playing surfaces accented by "bird baths," rusting fences, moldy canvas backings and rotting nets, symbolic of the attitudes of certain course managers, have stood in mute evidence to confirm the decline of club tennis. Popularity peaks, such as that seen during the Bill Tilden domination of American tennis during the mid '20s had profound effects on tennis life at many clubs. A flurry of court construction satisfied the demands of this small group whose numbers were confined to the affluent ranks of the country's sporting life. No less dedicated than today's players, there was, however, no reflection of the mass concerns we find among today's "action" oriented sports enthusiasts.

This peak was short lived. Tennis, and many golf clubs themselves, were abandoned along with anything that touched on luxury when the Depression struck. Since that tragic era, there have been re-surgesences of tennis popularity, but never on the grand scale of today's impending boom. With the rebirth of the economy, club life has revitalized. Tennis, stepchild to golf at most locations, even during peak periods such as the late thirties and through World War II, usually received financial consideration after the course, pool and clubhouse needs were met. The largest single budget item, if by no other measurement than acreage, must be the course itself. Care and feeding of the grounds are mandatory. Naturally, bar and dining facilities have been maintained at levels necessary to the daily dispensing of food and drink at most clubs. Extra care and expense have gone into attractive surroundings. Atmospheres showing great concern for creature comforts are commonplace. Club members displeased with badly mixed cocktails, unappetizing food and ineffi-

cient dining room service have been known to threaten what they considered justifiable homicide. As we all know, the 19th hole is more important to some members than the playing condition of the course itself. Swimming pool installation and maintenance rank high in generating club member indignation should they not be carried out on schedule. Protests and demands for improvement in these areas have been vigorous and effective in forcing change.

Now tennis, oddly enough, a sport utilizing physical moves contrary to most of golf's muscle coordinations, might be said to be muscling in on the hallowed grounds of a club's course, pool and other facilities.

While the whispered reactions and almost polite dialogues of tennis are contained within the 36 by 78 foot rectangle of the playing surface, the voices seeking equal club treatment for tennis are becoming increasingly loud and demanding. No longer a country club stepchild enjoyed by a few hard bitten aficionados, tennis is coming into its own in a blistering display of unleashed impatience with the status quo.

"We can no longer ignore the one third of our members who are demanding we take some action to provide tennis," a club manager in the Miami area said recently. "Had we been able to predict the popularity of tennis in recent years we would have made provision in allotting space for our various activities. Our members seemed happy with the large area we set aside for the pool and cabanas. There were no complaints about our excellent driving range, practice traps and teaching tees. We also have a large putting green. Now we are seriously considering cutting back some of these golf facilities to make room for tennis courts. Estimates received from two court contractors will put our investment in the neighborhood of $45,000 to $49,000 for the four courts we'd like to install. That doesn't include removal and leveling or any kind of separate clubhouse or shower building." The manager went on to explain that even though an assessment of the membership would be a requirement before serious planning could begin, the forces behind the tennis lobby were very strong and had convinced the rest of the membership that tennis should be available to all. He summarized what might be the plight of many clubs interested in the possibilities of installing tennis courts when he said, "We have no land left for expansion, so we'll have to sacrifice something."

The warning signs announcing the arrival of tennis activity as an integral part of club life are quite evident. That tennis might be an extremely desirable adjunct to the life of the club should be weighed carefully by management.

Awareness of the demand for tennis courts, particularly on the part of the young, who are less concerned with the social status of being a member of "the club" and who are responding to these demands in meaningful programs for the installation of new courts or the expansion and improvement of existing ones, should be high on priority lists in planning for the future. The growing popularity of tennis in general and an evaluation of its impact on the life of the particular club should be considered in any financial plan under study.

Many clubs, of course, have already recognized the signs of the upsurge in tennis interest and have taken what they felt was appropriate action. Where there has been a recognition of the needs and desires of the young people of the community and among the children of existing members, there are assurances of continued family involvement. Parent and child relationships are occasionally strained because of dad's preoccupation with his golf game. As a result resentment toward the club has grown. Understanding this and taking into account youth's tremendous interest in tennis should motivate some financial inquiry into building courts or expanding and repairing those now operating.

Although in most instances the emphasis will continue to be on golf and in providing the best possible playing conditions for the
members, the forward thinking management recognizes that the youngsters must be attracted to the club through devices other than excellent golf. The frustration of waiting out priority use of the course itself, especially on weekends, by their fathers and other adult males among the membership, can be a great deterrent to youthful interest in golf and club life. Many clubs still subscribe to the old theory that the course belongs to the men on weekend mornings. Children and women are relegated to second-class status or to restricted hours of play. Extremely busy schedules and other interests of young people should be taken into account by management. Playing time for an average 18 holes, especially at a very busy layout or on weekends of heavy traffic, cannot match the accelerated pace of today's youngsters. Although demanding tremendous stamina to match its furious playing pace, tennis is far less demanding of time and may be said to be more appropriate for the younger set. Tennis memberships, having the dual purpose of offsetting court costs and attracting new members, have been tried with great success at several locations.

Jürgen Schumann, general manager of the Inwood CC, undertook a program specifically designed to attract new members through the introduction of special tennis memberships. Inwood, steeped in history and one of the oldest clubs in the country, hardly seems the place for such an aggressive plan. The site in 1921 of the PGA Championship and host to the U.S. Open in 1923, Inwood, which juts out into the backwaters of Jamaica Bay across from John F. Kennedy Airport, may be leading the way in forward thinking about tennis programs. Most clubs with existing tennis facilities offer them only as part of the over-all club plan. This may hold true even where separate green fees are charged for golf. A rumbling among members who don't play tennis relative to lack of financial support on the courts has begun, according to recent surveys. Spot checking would indicate that the plan initiated by Inwood's Schumann has a great deal of merit and could help forestall the impending revolution in club life. As tennis construction increases and assessments go hand in hand, committees responsible for the balance sheets will be hard pressed to explain why tennis programs should not be at least partly self-sustaining.

Tennis memberships at Inwood have their own pricing structure, which may be absolutely necessary for the future plans that Schumann has. "We now have four courts, but if the response to the new plan is as we hope," he said recently, "we will expand the facilities. There are about 90 acres of unused land that can be put to use." Inwood not only has an excellent tennis program, but room in which to expand. That in itself may be unusual. Very few clubs, particularly those close to population centers, can boast of available land. As to the pricing plan, tennis privileges start at $75 annually with an initiation fee of $375 for 18 to 24 year olds to double that for the next group, the 25 to 29 year olds. These are the junior categories, and there are no bonds. Regular memberships range from $500 annual dues to $700 with initiations of $1,500 and $3,000 respectively. Beach privileges at $25 go with each tennis membership. All club accommodations are included, except of course, golf.

Recent development of synthetic surfacing materials, such as acrylic fibers, plastic grass and rubber, has put the installation of tennis courts within reach of many club budgets. In years past the tennis purists, who dictated the terms of investment, were united in their insistence on the finest form of playing surface, notably grass. Traditionally, grass provides the best surface for the expert player, which can be attested by the fact that major tournaments are played on a cool, glareless green lawn. The All England Club of Wimbledon and the West Side Tennis Club at Forest Hills would appear strange indeed, particularly under the penetrating eye of the color television camera, if matches of world importance were suddenly seen contested on cement. Expert grass conditions, however, require continual maintenance combined with an agronomic touch. Upkeep is costly. Not unlike good golf greens, grass courts need top dressing, fertilizing, mowing, reseeding and in instances of damage, resodding. Limited usage can also be predicted for grass surfaces since they tend to dry slowly even after light rains. During wet weather grass courts may be off limits for days at a time. Damage caused by sliding on the slick surfaces can be closed the courts down completely for major repairs. Clubs anticipating extensive usage should consider installing other surfaces. Perhaps the strongest motivation to consider is initial installation cost; $20,000 to $25,000 per court is not unusual for grass as opposed to synthetics, which can range from $7,000 to $17,000.

Purists notwithstanding, the United States Lawn Tennis Assn. reports that over 90 per cent of tennis throughout the world is played on clay courts. "Clay" is a rather loose term, however, and is applied to many variations of the old standard clay court. Clay itself varies in texture and color depending on the geographic location of the source material. It is also less quick to drain than the top dressing products available today. Good drainage and fast drying surfaces due to the porous nature of the top dressings are distinct advantages. An imperceptible "tilt" built into a well-constructed court assures run off of water, but has no effect on playing conditions. Glareless color is ready mixed into these dressings.

Clay courts require daily maintenance, too. Dragging, watering and rolling combined with almost daily restriping of boundary lines, either by painting or use of leaded lines, are constant chores. Many geographic and weather conditions affect play and maintenance on "clay" courts. Consultation with the experts, the course construction companies in a given area, is a must if clay surfaces are to be considered.

In the general category of concrete and asphalt surfaces is found the largest concentration of court construction today. Motivation? Initial costs run as low as $6,500 and upkeep frequently consists of little more than sweeping down. These
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firms with years of experience in installation and repair are available for estimates and planning discussions. Generally, courts are built as a complete package including all fencing and backstops. Needless to say site selection for court construction is one key to sound financial planning. Use of an existing section of level parking lot, for instance, rather than bulldozing through a wooded or hilly area should greatly reduce construction costs. Strategic border planting such as a row of stately poplar trees to mask court fencing and canvas side curtains might be considered for separation from the rest of the parking lot. Recent inquiries indicate that fast growing poplars cost $1.50 to $2 for two-foot tall trees when purchased in quantity. Part of any financial plan for tennis courts should include appropriate hedge or row tree planting, particularly if the installation is to be in a dominant section of the club grounds. Green canvas, tennis' traditional backing, which is affixed to chain link fencing, needs the aesthetics of foliage.

A typical installation providing three doubles courts, which automatically includes three singles courts within its boundaries, needs ground space that measures 120 feet deep by 150 feet wide. Actual court dimensions are 36 feet by 78 feet for doubles and 27 feet by 78 feet for singles, but between each base line and the backstop there should be an additional 21 feet for tournament play. Additionally, between a court's side line and the fence not less than 12 feet is needed. Space between courts to accommodate net posts and provide separation from neighboring players can also vary, but eight feet to nine feet would seem average.

Costs of any typical court setup may be broken into categories such as surveying, clearing and leveling, preset drainage system, base construction, surfacing, fence and backstop erection and net post installation. Each category within the over-all project has a sliding scale of prices dependent on an evaluation of recommendations from the contractor. Obviously, subcontracting should be ruled out because you would be dealing with a type of construction foreign to most club members. In most cases the professionals prefer to package the entire project. The variables where you can help to control costs are in the kinds of surfacing and equipment to be used. Obviously, one grade of fencing costs more than another or one type of canvas backing material is less expensive than the next. Most contractors will work along with the planning committee in preparing an estimated total cost.

There are so many other variables such as climate, site selection and location, differing budget structures and the needs of a particular club in terms of usage that it is virtually impossible to pinpoint the actual costs of court construction. Or to strike averages. Estimates cheerfully given, that old cliché in the construction trades, has true application in the business of installing tennis courts. Your best guide to any financial stability is to find a reliable builder and weigh his estimates as they relate to budget.

Night tennis should be considered in planning stages and initial layout. Light towers will require additional space, which must be preplanned even if installation is to take place in the future. In striving for additional revenue producing uses of a club's facilities, night tennis would appear to be an ideal offering. Night ball games and lighted golf courses have absorbed leisure time for many years. With the increasing demand for more tennis facilities, extended playing hours on the courts may provide a solution toward meeting the demand.

Tennis, exploding onto the country club life will not be a sometime thing this time around. There are too many voices expressing desires for "action" sports. Dissatisfaction from women and the youth group demanding equal time and financing of their pastimes cannot be ignored. The status quo has got to go may become the cry this year.

Budget planners who can recognize the obvious signs of the impending revolution would do well to listen and plan accordingly. They would also do well to recognize that tennis and golf combined has worked in years gone by to make club life the meaningful experience each member expects.